
 

 

Wearing Masks & Young Children 

Helpful Tips & Resources 

 

Wearing face masks can be difficult for some children, even for short stretches of time. Now 

that children from 3rd class up in primary school are required to wear masks, they will have 

to wear them for long stretches. 

Why it is Difficult for some Children to wear a Mask? 

Impulsivity and Wearing Masks 
Impulsive children often act without thinking. They may pull off their mask to talk to friends 
or teachers without realizing they’re doing it. They may struggle with self-control, which 
makes it hard for them to stop and think about the rules or risks. 

 
Sensory Challenges and Wearing Masks 
Wearing a mask can be very upsetting for children with sensory processing challenges. They 
may not be able to tolerate the feel, smell, or closeness of a mask. That extreme discomfort 
can cause them to take off or fiddle with their masks. It could also lead to occurrences of 
challenging behaviour. The child’s brain may become overwhelmed trying to process it all. 
This is called sensory overload. Some experts think overload sparks a fight-or-flight 
response. Intense feelings come out in the form of yelling, crying, lashing out, fleeing, or 
even shutting down. 

 
Trouble with Focus and Wearing Masks 
Children who struggle with focus and memory can have a hard time following rules. They 
may miss directions the teacher gives about mask-wearing or quickly forget them. 

 
Trouble with Motor Skills and Wearing Masks 
Poor motor skills can make it physically hard for children to get masks on and off and adjust 
them to fit well. They may struggle in a few ways. They might have trouble making the right 
movements, or they might find it hard to grasp and position the elastic ear bands. Some 
children may have trouble following the steps involved. 

 

What Can Parents Do? 

1. Use Child-Friendly Language 
Children respond best to simple and positive explanations. Explain that just like it’s a rule we 

wear our school uniform, it is now a rule for all children to wear a mask. It may also help to 

tell the child that face masks protect us from other people’s germs and protect them from 

ours. Wearing a mask will help to keep us and others healthy and safe. 



 

 

First, make sure your child knows why masks are important. Look at the school’s guidelines, 

and then create a list of rules for where and when to wear a mask at school. You can do this 

in writing or using pictures. Go over the rules every morning before school. 

 

2. Model Mask-Wearing 
Children are greatly influenced by the people around them and pick up on behaviour from 

peers and adults. If children see their parents and older siblings wearing masks, they may 

want to mimic that behaviour too. Model for them how to wear a face mask to normalise it 

and make them feel more comfortable. 

 

3. Practice through Play 
Words are important but we must remember that many children process emotions and 

learn through play. 

Parents can use the face mask to play dress up, use it as a ‘superhero’ mask or even play 

peekaboo with masks to prepare younger children. Drawing face masks on characters in 

colouring books or colouring pictures of people wearing masks may also help. Click on this 

link to bring you to 60 printable colouring pages you could use with your child to 

encourage him or her to wear a mask. 

Give your child lots of practice getting masks on and off. Your child can also “help” a 
favourite stuffed animal or doll to put one on. 
 

4. Let them Choose the Mask 
Giving children any sense of control may help. They may not have control over the rules, but 
letting them pick the colour or design of the mask might help. To lessen any sensory 
overload, let your child to try on a few different kinds of masks. Ask your child how the 
masks feel? Is there one mask that’s more comfortable than the others?  
 

5. Take Small Steps 
Many specialists recommends giving children a reward like stickers or little treats whenever 
they’re able to wear a face mask for a short amount of time. Children could start out 
wearing masks during a favourite TV show or keep it on for periods of time on a walk 
outside. It is very important to make sure that children have time to process the concept 
before needing to wear a mask for longer stretches of time 

What can Teachers Do? 

Stay calm and remind the children regularly about mask-wearing. Do not over-react if a child 
removes their mask. Reacting in fear can escalate the situation from a simple reminder to a 
bigger behavioural challenge.Check in with parents about how children have been tolerating 
wearing masks in other places. If you know a child has a hard time with masks, allow for 
regular outdoor mask breaks. 

Be open with the children about the fact that we all forget things sometimes. As a class, talk 
through how you can respectfully remind others to put their masks on. 

https://downsyndrome.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/aa-coloring-sheets-with-masks-on-1.pdf
https://downsyndrome.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/aa-coloring-sheets-with-masks-on-1.pdf


 

 

Resources 

Useful Publication: 

A Toolkit for Helping Your Child Wear a Mask during Covid-19 

Videos: 

There are a number of useful and child- friendly videos available on line to assist parents 
and teachers when children are required to wear masks 

World Health Organisation (WHO)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g11wOz6I8fg 

Fluffy Wears a Mask   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRYfw5hIWwM 

Masked Heroes  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KRuP1QGmhU 

For Kids: Why Do I have to Wear a Mask 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGB-hxst7fo 
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